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FOREWORD

PROJECT DESIGN (Inter-Agency Planning for Urban Educational Needs)

was organized as a two-year project to develop a comprehensive

long-range master plan of education for the Fresno City Unified

School District in California.

This project was conceived by school leadership to bring under

one umbrella current major problems of the schools, the relation-

ship of the schools to the broader community, the impact of

educational change now occurring throughout the nation, and a

fresh viau of"the educational needs, goals and aspirations of

our youth and adults. The ultimate purpose of the project is

to weld into an integrated plan the best use of available

resources to meet the totality of current and projected needs

according to their rational priorities.

The United States Office of Education funded the proposal as an

exemplary Title III project, recognizing the urgency for develop-

ing better planning processes for urban school systems. The

first year of this project was organized to assess current and

projected educational needs in the urban area served by the

Fresno City Schools. Planning procedures will be carried out

in the second project year.

A major dimension of the Needs Assessment is an analysis of

educational and urban factors by a Task Force of specialists.

This report is one of the Task Force Needs Assessment publica-

tion series. See the next page for the complete list of project

Needs Assessment publications.
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-PITTIAL CHARGE

The Purpose of this renort is to examine and to summarize the

needs in mathematics education of the Fresno Unified School District.

These needs are in terns of nroffress tol:ards a zet of ottndards in

mathematics composed of the revised Strand:; .fie :orb,:, as r.odified

and extended to secondary levels the author.

The re' ort concentrates or future district needs, with

emnhasis on the -)eriod 1263-1275. For this reason, the bad is

mentioned more often than the --ood. I: hat ma7 be suMcie:1 nly

be inadequate when co? nared with what is needed five years from

now. The renort suggests directions for in.rovelent, rather than mere

criticism for things not done in the nast. It is ply general oninion

that the uillingness of the school district to make this study shows

they are a good district. It is my sincere hone that the ideas

-oresented here can be used.

F.XPELITTL_r,?ilTAL DES Mr

Information for this report uas obtained by visits to 85

mathematics classrooms in 12 Fresno schools. These visits were

supplemented by interviews with teachers and with district personnel,

also by the examination of various materials prepared by teachers,

the district, and by the Project Design staff.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

This section contains a list of major general needs found as

a result of the survey of mathematics education in Fresno. The general

needs are each followed by a list of numbers referring to specific

needs from the deeds Classification Matrix found later in this report.

A. The need exists for a greater understanding and use of modern

teaching methods in connection with modern mathematics.

3a, 4a, 4b, Sal", 6a, 6b, 7a, 8a, 9a, 9b, 9al, 10a, 1i3

143a, 43b, 50, 50a, 50b, 63, 63a, 77, 77a, nb, 97, 97a,

106, 106a, 107, 107a, 107b, 108, 108b, 109, 109a,

109b, 110, 110a, 110b, 111, 111a, 112, 112a

B. Teachers of minority groups need additional training and

information before they begin teaching these classes.

Sall!, 5 bill'

C. The entire area of mathematics for terminal students in the

secondary schools needs to be analyzed carefully to see

if some improvements can be made.
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23, 23a, 23b, 59, 59a', 72, 72a, 84a, 84b

D. There is a great need for a district testing Program,
including the use of both diagnostic and standardized tests,
that ::fill be of real use to both the student and the

teacher.

5, 5al, 5aft, 5h", 5biti, 20, 20a, 20b, 22, 22a, 22b,
23, 23n, 23b, 44, hlia. 142; 49a, 49b, 84b, 104, 104a

The district needs to systematically explore how small
calculator-computers can be used in a more uniform way
throughout the district as an integral aart of the
nathematics program.

505 59a, 59b,5ea' 50b 59b', 59b11, 96, 96a, 96b

F. Teacher recruiting needs to be evaluated in terns of how
it c:=.n provide teachers who really understand both ale
content and the nhilosonhy of modern mathematics.

62b", 83b

G. The district needs to prepare for the 1970 mathematics
adoption for grades 1-8, prior to the time the books are
actually out into use.

2b, ha, 6a, 7a, 23, 28a, 35, 35a, 38a, 38a, 40, 40a, 42;
42a, 42b, 43, 43a, 43b, 50, 50a, 50b, 51, 5fa, 55b, 57b,

71, 71a, 71b, 73, 73a, 73b

H. The relationship between the reading Program and student
progress in mathematics needs to be explored more carefully.

89, 39a, 89b, 89c

I. Each mathematics student needs to be involved in mathematics
as a particinative act, not just as an observer.

k, 6, 9,

47, 471,
85, 85a,
112a

J. There is
problems

16, 16a,

54a, 56,
63c, 70,

32, 32a, 32b, 35, 35a, 37, 37a, 43, 43a, 143b,
58, 58a, 58at, 58b, 59, 59a', 59b', 63, 63a,
95, 95a, 96, 96a, 96b, 97, 97a, 111, 111a, 112,

a great need to find and to use more real applied

that are meaningful to nunils.

33, 33a, 33b, 45, 45a, 52, 52a, 52b, 53, 54,
57, 57a, 57b, 57b', 58, 58a, 53b, 59, 59a'
71a, 95, 95a, 96, 96a, 96b, 96c, 100, 100a, 1CCib
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The ;Iu'Als need :ore ;:uidance, often prior to the ninth
-rade, on emnlowlent .-;ros-r)ects and the mathematics coqrses
needed to aualif:r for various jobs.

jabs

if* Audio-visual materials need to be used wisely to accomlish
sore snecific eurloses, and there is need to chec:: on the
fveque;Icy of use of district audio v'sual ,Iaterials in
nathematics.

18 16a, 13h, 25, 25a, 33, ::3a, 3-;b, 35b, 37, Wrt, ?Th,
57b!, 35, C5a, 35b

K. The Fresno district needs to be arise of trends in staLe
to still in roAthenatics so that cqn be '"'re ,-,tired
adequate3.;.

0.

11, 11a, 12, 32, 32a, 32b, 38, 38a, 48, 48a

Information about :)romising irnrstr.Ps develoned hLr onr,
teacher within the district reeds to be distributed to
mAny teachers.

58b, 93h, 100b

The fact that there is less emnhasis on academic mathematics
in schools with higher ratios of minority students needs
to be considered for its future imnlications.

cl
#o;c,na, rub

P. There is a need to establish mininum requirements or
standards for all students at each trade level in :lathenatics.

1, la, lb, 5, 5a, 5b, 7, 7a, 5a:, 53.11, Safi!, 5nif=1,
5b"", 11b, 16, 20, 20a, 20b, 22, 22a, 22b, 23, 23a, 23b,
26, 26a, 27, 27a, 31, 31a, 32, 32a, 32b, 34, 34a, 35, 35a,
391), 115), ht)1, 44, 44a, 48, h3a, 49, Wa, 4Vb, 62b,
LW°, 72, 72a, 74, 74b, 83a, 81%, 28b

Q. Every student needs to understand the conce)t of various
setr, of nuribers.

2, 2a, 2b, 3, 13, 13a,
19a, 24, 24a, 25, 25a,
31, 31a, 65, 65a, 65b,

14, 14a, 15, 16, 18, 18a, 18b, 19,
26, 26a, 27, 27a, 20, 28a, 29, 3C),

66, 66a

R. There needs to be more involvement of parents And the comnunity
in the resnonsibilit7 for the nathematics procram.

1 c, 1 c', 4c, 514, 63c, 67c, 89c, 96c, 108c
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Teachers- need to !:nol: the -.:_ro-rate :Ia;;ora." o -Ioder,:

nathc7laf_cs thorou:h1r.

2a, 21), 2a", 11a, 12a, 17a, 1:a, 21a, 21b, 26a,
30, 11, 31a, 36, 36a, 36b, 39, 39a, hu, 40a, 41. 41a, 41 b,
42, las, 42b, 46a, 47, 47a, 51, 51a, 55, 55-1, 5, )b,.61,
61a, 62b11, 63, 63a, 64, 0.1a, 65b, 67b, 71a, 71b, 73
73a, 73b, 76b, 73b, G2b

T. Here ennhasis on oral. cork and on estimation needs to be
part of a modern nrogram.

8, 3a, o7, oi
n7

a, 87a'

U. As much as possible, pupils need to understand the "why"
of all the mathematics they undertake.

10, 10a, 11, 11a, 11b, 12, 12a, 17, 17a, 17b, 21, 211,
21b, 67, 67a, 68, 68a, 69, 69a, 69b

A strand of both informal and formal geometry that will
progress through all grade levels needs to be develoi;ed.

32, 32a, 32b, 33, 33a, 33b, 34, 3)4a, 35, 35a, 35b, 36,
36a, 36b, 36b', 37, 37a, 37b, 38, 38a, 39, 39a, 39b, 40,
110a, 41, 41a, 41b, 42, 42a, 42b

W. There is the need to develop a modern strand of measurement
that will progress through all grade levels.

43, 43a, 43b, 44, 44a, 45, 45a, 46, 46a, 47, 47a, 481 48a,
49, 49a, 49b, 50, 50a, 50b, 55, 55a, 55b

X. The district needs to develop a strand of probability and
statistics that will begin at least as low as grade 6 and
extend upward through all grade levels.

60, 60a, 61, 61a, 62, 62a, 62a,, 62b, 6210, 62b", 63,
63a, 63c, 64, 6lia

Y. There is the need to develop a modern strand of logic in at
least the secondary grades.

70, 70a, 76, 76a, 76b, 76b', 77,
79, 79a, 79b, 80, 80a, 81, 81a,
83b, 83b'l 84, 84a, 84a, 84b

77a, 77b, 78, 78a, 78b,
82, 32a, 82b, 83, 83a,

Z. A modern strand of functions and graphs that will progress
through all grade levels is needed.

71, 71a, 71b, 72, 72a, 73, 73a, 73b, 74, 74a, 74a', 74b,
7410, 75, 75a



AA. There is the _seed to develop a modern strand of T;roblem
solvi-x; that

35, 35a, 85b,

89c, 90, 90a,
95a, 96, 96a,

5

pro7ress throuc:h all ?'?tire evpls.

86, 36a, 87, 87a, 87a1, 88, 89, 8:? t, 39h,
91, 91a, 92, 92a, 93, 91a, 93b, 94, 95,
96b, 96c, 100, 1/...1a,

BB. The courses of algebra taught in the district need to be
u1-3 to the level of standard nodern tests in the subject.

97, 972, 98, 98a, 98b, 99, 99a, 1(;n, le0a, 1C0b 101,
lUla

CC. The mathematics beyond second year algebra needs to be
evaluated very carefully in terns of its purr;oses as
related to college entrance.

102, 102a, 103, 103a, 104, 104a, 105, 105a

CLASSIFICATION MATRIX OF DEEDS

A complete scope and sequence chart, such as those readily
available from almost any textbook publisher, is not included in this
report. It would be impossible to assess every item adecuately in
a limited number of days. The basis for the modified scope and
sequence chart for the first eight grades actually used in this report
is the Revised Strands Report of the California Statewide ilathematics
Advisory Committee, especially Part I as reprinted in the October,
1967, issue of the Bulletin of the California Mathematics Council.
This strands report is the most authoritative information available
on what the state-supported curriculum in mathematics will be during
the next five to ten years. It also provides the criteria to be used
in selecting the new mathematics textbooks to be used in 1970, which
makes it even more significant. Present Practices are not as easy
to evaluate using this set of criteria as are future trends, because
some of the mathematics topics listed ar.1 not yet in present elementary
texts.

Beyond grade eight, the basis for the scope and sequence chart
used is as follows:

A, The assumption is made that the nine strands of the Strands
Report should also be extended into the mathematics program
of the high school years, especially for the terminal student.

B. New strands for the high school years are the standard
courses of study labeled as first-year algebra (including
introduction to algebra), second year algebra, trigonometry,
and advanced mathematics beyond trigonometry. The geometry
of the high school is considered a part of the geometry
strand from the elementary grades. The course offerini:s in
the traditional high school subjects are largely standardized
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in existing textbooks, but trends in new high school
books now being written are also considered.

The numbers in the section on major conclusions
are keyed to the student needs and other columns of needs,
rather than to the mathematical concepts of the matrix.
The classification matrix rages are numbered so that a
topic from the scope and seouence chart on page 1, for
example, can be traced to the needs on the same horizontal
position on various columns of pages la, lb, and so on.
This arrangement is necessary since all the columns
connected with a concept cannot he nut on a single sheet of
raper.

The column reporting the various observations lists
the grade level and a very concise statement of events
for each separate classroom.



CLASSIFICATION 1;4 Uta OF 1-0x05

Dumber and Operations Strand

Societal Standards

I. Whole numbers

A. Understands concept_ of number
and place value

B. Understands order relation on
number line

C. Be able to perform four fun-
damental operations

1. Possess skills

Assessment Data

Pre lst-new child did not have
concept of 2 or 3

lst-bundles of 10 and counting
men

2nd-place value board
2nd-another name for a number
2nd-expanded notation, counting
men and pocket chart

2nd 1-100 paper
2nd-expanded notation
2nd-practiced place value on page
number

3rd-reviewed writing numerals up
to 80,000

3rd- had chart for Roman numerals
14th-called zero a placoholder

Almost every elementary class
had a number line
lst-mentioned number line, but
did not use it

Pre 1st-used bead abacus for
simple addition

1st- -daily drill on fundamentals
1st- r3+8 =12
2nd -.16 - 9 = 16-6-3 =16-(6-3)

Made error here
2nd-did p-tper on column addition
2nd-borrowing and carrying of
3 place numbers, with crutches

2nd-would not-go into multipli-
cation this year, but would
drill more

2nd-column addition with carry-
ing

2nd- addition and subtraction
facts in tho form of place-
holdor equation

2nd-aubtractian of 3 place num-
bers with borrowing

3rd-r. elearnins multiplication
facts through 125;(3 of distributive
property



Strengths and Weaknesses

Teaching the concept of whole
numbers and place value occupies
mudh of the time of the primary
grades. Visual aids are often
used to show' grouping. Expanded
notation is hard for many pupils
to understand. One class of
Negro pupils were already over
a year behind in 2nd grade on
number concepts. The role of
zero is not always understood.

B. All elementary clasbes haVe
number lines available, but they
do not seem to be used very often.

C.1. Much of the time in arith-
metic classes in elementary
schools is spent in teaching and
reviewing operations on whole
numbers. Teachers prepare extra
drill materials. Sone feel
guilty because they think they
have been told not to drill in
modern mathematics

The horizontal form is used,
but the vertical form is more
common. There is danger of ole-
montary teachers making errors
when using parentheses.

Some second grade teachers
did not introduce multiplication
and division, even for superior
students.

In general, primary state
texts are followed closely, with
more emphasis on skill pages than
dovelop.4nntal pages. Some rapid
oral drill was obnervod. Review
of fundamentals extend:: through

7a

Learner Needs

1. All pupils need to master
1-100 papers in the first grade.

2. All pupils need to understand
that zero is a number.

3. Pupils need to understand that
the number line can continue
to be used throughout mathe-
matics to help develop number
concepts.

4. Pupils need to understand
that drill is also a part of
modern mathematics.

5. Pupils need to maintain the
schedule of skill development
suggested in state texts.



Instructional Needs

la. Teachers need to give practice
for mastery of 1-100 papers in
first grade.
2a. Teachers need to avoid calling
zero a placeholder.

3a. Teachers need, without taking
time from other areas, to refer
to number lines more often to help
develop concepts, rather than
skills.

4a. Teachers need to understand
that modern mathematics also in-
cludes sufficient drill for mas-
tery of skills.

5a. Teachers need to plan to cove
essential skills in text during
year if at all possible.
5al. Teachers need to give diag-
nostic tests in skills and work on
specific weaknesses.

5a1,. Teachers need to find out
exactly how much progress children
have made on skills during the
year in their room.
5af1 l. Teachers need to be con-
vinced that every child can master
the fundamental skills of arith-
metic.
501". Teachers need to explore
ways of involving the hone in
efforts to bring up skill levels.

7b

Administrative and District Needs

lb. District needs to decide on
minimum program for every stu-
dent to master in first grade.

2b. District needs to be sure
teachers understand zero as a
number.

Lb. Need to publish official
district position on modern
mathematics and its relation
to development of skills.

5b. District needs to formulate
a minimum program in mathe-
matics for each grade level.

5bt. Need to consider additional
summer experiences for all
pupils behind grade level in
skills.

5b!,. Need to provide diagnostic
tests as required, for indi-
vidual use by teachers.

51311'. Need to encourage teachers
to develop or use tests to be
sure how much progress students
have made during the year.

51)ml. Need to demonstrate that
minority children can be success-
ful in learnin skills, over
a long period of timo.
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Other Needs

lc. Every minority parent needs to be able to
number to child prior v. kindergarten.

lel. Minority parents need to help uith 1-100

give concept of

papers at home.

4.c. Parents may need to provide practice during the summr.



Societal Standards

2. Understand relationships
among different operations

3. Understand number properties

4. Understand identity and
inverse elements

II. Rational Numbers
A. Understand how they are

related to integers

Assessment Data

3rd-rapid oral drill on facts
3rd-scaffold division
3rd-division facts in form of
placeholder equations

3rd-subtraction of 3 place numbers,
with borrowing

I4th-2 place multiplication
4th-addition trail for practice
4th-add or multiply to get larger

answer
4th-flash cards for review of
multiplication facts

5th-daily drill on computation
5th-timed drill on multiplication
facts

5th-pupils knew two ways to divide
5th-timed ditto on multiplication
facts

5th-multiplication of 5 place num-
ber by 2 place number

6th division of 7 place number by
3 place number

6th-rounded in division to estimate
quotient

9th-review included in arithmetic
tests

3rd-scaffold division related to
subtraction

3rd --used distributive property in
multiplication, but did not
name it.

5th-worksheet using identity and
inverse elements

Alg-one as identity for multiplica-
tion

lst-concept of 1/2 and 1/2 of a
sot

3rd.,:concept of fraction



Strengths and Weaknesses

elementary years, and takes a
major part of the time in grades
4.-6. There is little emphasis on
quick estimates, but some timed
tests on skills.

Teachers have little informa-
tion on the actual progress of
students during the year, in terms
of standardized information.

It seems that minority children
are often years behind in develop-
ment of skills, though the problem
is not confined to minority pupils.

2. Assessment was inadequate,
but it seems that this idea from
modern mathematics may not be
adequately emphasized.

3. There was almost no use of
technical vocabulary of properties
at the elementary level. Properties
are sometimes used without being
named.

4. Prior to algebra, it seems
rare to use the vocabulary of
identity and inverse elements. The
ideas are probably used frequently
without being taught. explicitly.

A. Only in algebra was the
definition of a rational number given.
Various. forms for rational numbers
were not closely related to the
set of integers. The introduction !

to fractions could have used mere

8a
Learner Heeds

6. Pupils need to understand
the purpose of a developmental
page.

7. Pupils need to memorize all
facts for rapid recall.

8. Pupils need to be able to
estimate answers very quickly.

9. Pupils need to understand
what they are doing, as much
as their ability and maturity
level will permit.

10. Pupils need to understand
the relationships among the
four basic operations.

11. It is possible that pupils
prior to 7th grade will need
to know the names of number
properties so they can do well
on future standardized tests.

12. Pupils need to be able to
use identity and inverse ele-
ments when necessary.

13. Junior hitch school students
need to undurstflnd the concept
and definition of a rational
number prior to algebra.



Instructional Needs

Sa/IIII. Teachers need to create
ways of teaching skills in as little
time as possible, so that other
mathematics will not be ignored.

6a. Teachers need to understand
that pupils should not practice
developmental pages. They are used
to help with understanding and
concepts, and may often be used
orally.
'(a. Teachers need to be sure all
pupils master appropriate facts
for immediate recall.
8a. Teachers need to encourage
rapid estimating of answers.
9a. Teachers need to teach for
meaning as much as possible. They
need to explain the why along with
the how.

90. Teachers need to teach the
scaffold division, at least as an
explanation, but not necessarily as
a skill.
90'. Teachers at one grade level
need to avoid making statements that
will not be true at the next level,
such as add or multiply to get
larger answers.

10a. Teachers need to be sure
pupils understand how all four
operations are related.

lla. Teachers need to use techni-
cal vocabulary that will be needed
on standardized tests.

12a. Teachers need to show pupils
how identity and inverse elements
are used to perform operations.

13a. Junior high teachers heed to
teach the concept and. definition of
a rational number prior to algebra.

8b

Administrative and District Needs

5bIIIII. The district should
consider what minimum skills
are essential before a student
should be allowed out of the
elementary school.

6b. Need to be sure teachers
understand the purpose of
developmental pages.

9b. Need to be sure all teach-
ers understand the idea of
teaching for meaning, and that
it does not take the place of
skills.

9bI. The district needs to check
the attitudes of new teachers
about teaching for meaning.

11b. The district needs a policy
for the grade level at which
the names of various proper-
ties will be used.



Societal Standards Assessment Data

5th-introduction to fractions
(just on page 99 of text)

6th-reading assignment on per cent
Alg.. definition of rational
number

B. Be able to use various names 3rd-using decimal pointfor the same rational number 5th-will omit ratios this year
5th-one group to begin decimals
5th-changing common fractions
to decimal fractions

5th-relative size of 3 fractions
5th-drill on relative size of

fractions
6th-changing from per cent to

decimals and fractions in
traditional way

7th-decimal expansion
7th-ratio and proportion with n
7th-pattern of moving decimal
point when changing from deci-
mal to per cent

7th-ratio and proportion with n
7th-trouble with concept of 3/4%
8th-knew about scientific nota-
tion

8th-ratios and proportion with x
C. Perform operations with 5th-daily drill on computation

rational numbers 6th-addition of mixed numbers
6th-per cent and per cent graphs
6th-division of decimals as
placeholder equations

6th-beginning per cent
6th-mechanical rule for placing

decimal point in multiplication
of decimals

6th- reviewed multiplication of
decimals

7th-imaltiplication and division
of mixed numbers

7th-division of fractions and
mixed numbers

7th-wmultiplica.tion with decimals
7th-could already do multiplica-

tion of mixed numbers
7th-practice on dividing, decimals
by inverting and multiplying

7th- compound interest problems
Gen. math. Math Bingo each Friday
Sen. math-formula for per cent



Strengths and Weaknesses

visual aids.

B. This concept is very widely
taught, but more as an operation
or a skill, rather than as a
unifying concept. Some classes
plan to skip ratios, and there
should have been more applied work
with them.

In general, when explanations
were given, they were in tradi-
tional language only.

No visual aids were used for
this work.

C. As was the case for whole
numbers, operations with rational
numbers arc, emphasized much more
than the concept.

Though there are some excep-
tions, operations are in general
taught in a traditional way,
though there is scdmewhat more use
of the horizontal form.

Many students in general
mathematics and senior mathematics
seemed to have much less skill in
computation than many of the 6th
and 7th graders.

9a

Learner Needs

]4. Pupils need to undorstand
that rational numbers are an
extension of the set of integers.

-15. Students need to be able to
change among various forms of
names for the same rational
number.

16. Students need to be able to
use ratios in practical prob-
lems.

17. Students need exposure to
modern explanations for the whys
of changing forms with rational
numbers.

18. Slower students need visual
aids to help them understand
the work with fractions.

19. Students need to understand
the idea that a rational num-
ber has many names.

20. Students need to perform at
least at grade level on funda -
mental operations with rational
numbers named as fractions,
decimals and per cents.

21. Pupils need to be exposed
to modern explanations for the
whys of the operations with
rational numbers.

22. All pupils need a minim a.

competency in working with
rational numbers prior to high
school.

23. General mathematics and senior
mathematics students need to
know how much progress they are
making in catching up in skills
with rational numbers.



Instructional Needs

14a. Teachers need to show the
rational numbers as an extension
of the integers.

16a. Teachers need to include
more practical applications of
ratios.
17a. Teachers need to use modern
language to explain the whys of
changing forms of rational num-
bers.
18a. Teachers need to use visual
aids to help slower students
understand rational numbers.
19a. Teachers need to unify the
teaching of rational numbers by
emphasizing that each rational
number has many names:

20a. Teachers need to find out at
What grade level each student is
performing on fundamental opera-
tions with rational numbers.
21a. Teachers need to use modern
language to explain the whys of
operations with rational numbers.
22a. Teachers need to assure
minimum competence with rational
numbers for all students entering
high school. .

23a. Teachers need to carefully
measure progress of gen. math.
and sen. math. students, and to
make results available to students.

9.a

Administrative and District Needs

17b. Need to be sure teachers
have access to books using
modern language for changing
forms 'of rational numbers.

18b. May need to help some
teachers prepare visual aids
for, teaching about fractions.

20b. Need to provide standardized
tests as necessary to measure
individual adhievament.

21b. Need to be sure teachers
have access to books using
modern language to explain
operations with rational num-
bers.

22b. Need to establish a level
of minimum competence in opera-
tions with rational numbers
for all students.

23b. Need to help teachers
measure progress of students
in general mathematics and
senior mathematics.



1

Societal Standards

D. Know properties of rational
numbers

E. Be able to use number line
with rational numbers

III. Understand negative integers

IV. Understand real numbers

V. Understand complex numbers

VI. A brief treatment of bases
other than ten.

10
Assessment Data

none

none

none

5th-had introduced traditional
method of finding square root

7th-1mew about repeating decimals
Pre. Alg.-2 methods 02 approxi-
mating square root

none

7th-reviewed changing number
from base 5 to base 10



Strengths and Weaknesses

D. It is probable that very
little emphasis is given to
properties of rational numbers
below grade 7. Quite a bit of
material on properties appears
in junior high texts, but it is
likely that little of this is
used with poorer students.

E. It is probable that very
little is done with this idea,
though it is rather widespread
in texts for grades 4-8.

III. Negative nuribers Appear in
texts for grade 6 and above.
The assessment was inadeouate.
A guess is that slower students
do not meet negative nunbers until
grade 7 or even later.

IV. The concept of a real number
seems to be avoided until algebra.
Methods of teaching square root
differ widely.

V. This appears in 2nd year
algebra books now. It is probable
that the concept will gradually
come into the junior high school
curriculum.

VI. After a few years of over-
exposue as a typical topic in
modern mathematics, this topic
is declining. It seems to re-
ceive brief treatment when intro-
duced, Its major value should- be
in helping to explain more about
base 10,

10a

Learner Needs

2t1.. All junior high students
need to be exposed to the
properties of rational numbers.

25. Some students may need to
use the number line to help
understand the concept of
rational numbers.

26. All students need intuitive
work with negative numbers
prior to a formal course in
algebra.

27. Elementary students need
to realize that numbers exist
to the left of zero on the
number line.

28. Junior high students need
to understand the concept of
a real number.

29. Junior high students need
to understand a real number as
a non-repeating decimal and
as related to a point on the
number lino.

30. In the future, it is pro-
bable that students will need
the concept of complex num-
ber prior to the 11th grade.

31. Every pupil needs a brief
introduction to number, bases.



Instructional Needs

24a. Teachers need to expose all
junior high students to properties
of rational numbers.

25a. Teachers need to use the
number line when useful to help
explain rational numbers.
26a. Teachers need to expose all
students to work with negative
integers prior to a course in
algebra.
27a. Teachers need to make ele-
mentary pupils aware of the exis-
tence of negative numbers.

28a. Junior high teachers need
to present the concept of a real
number.

31a. Junior high teachers 2. ;ti'_

to be sure each student has
studied number bases briefly.

1

Administrative and District Needs



Geometry Strand

Societal Standards

A. Intuitive grasp of basic
concepts of informal geometry

B. Wide experiences with in-
formal geometry

C. Understand concepts of
three-dimensional space

D. Understand concepts of
congruence and similarity

E. Complete a course in
coordinate geometry.

F. Be able to use short chains
of deductive reasoning

G. Complete a formal course
in Euclidean geometry

H. Be introduced to the elements
of modern geometry

Assessment Data
11

5th-class will study geometry
last this year

5th-class had enjoyed geometry
this year

6th-class will study geometry
last this year

same 3 above, also
5th-class had put geometric

designs on board
6th-area of rectangle and surface

area of cube
7th-area of rectangle and com-
posite figures

7th-teacher put area drawings
on board

Appl. math.-using compass for
basic constructions

10th-area and perimeter of rec-
tangle and rectangular region

6th-will study this at end of
year

6th-surface area of cube

10th-teacher discussed plans for
test including congruence

10th =equation of line through
midpoint of two sides of triangle

10th -- lecture on slope of line

none

4 observations from 10th grado
listed above

none



Strengths and Weaknesses

A. These ideas occur in the
state texts in grades 4-8, and
most of the material seems to be
covered with average classes at
least.

B. The use of geometry in
art must be inserted by strong
teachers, since it does not appear
very much yet in state texts.

Formulas for area seem to
be covered by average students.

Applied mathematics courses
seem to contain a strange mixture
of topics. The topic of con-
structions does not seem like an
applied topic.

Very little use of precise
terminology was apparent in the
geometry lessons.

C. Only a small amount of
three dimensional geometry present
in texts seems to be taught,
Probably in a rather formal way.

D. In general, these topics
would be thoroughly studied in
10th grade geometry, using a
postulational approach.

E. The equivalent of a course
in analytic geometry would be
covered by a student finishing
the entire high school mathematics
program.

F. Probably this does not appea
prior to grade 10, but constitutes
a major part of the ordinary geo-
metry course.

G. The assessment was meager.
From the text used, it seems that
a standard course is presented.
Other information came from talking
to geometry teachers.

H. Very likely a student would
scarcely encounter any geometry
other than Euclidean.

1-4 a

Learner Needs

32. Students of lower ability
also need an introduction to
informal geometry.

33. Students need to appreciate
applications of geometry in
art and design.

34. Every student needs to mas-
ter area formulas as a part
of the minimum program.

35. Every student needs an
introduction to construction
as a part of the minimum
program.

36. Students need to be familiar
with the correct terminology
of informal geometry.

37. Students need to use three
dimensional models when neces-
sary.

38. In the future, students
need an intuitive introductionto congruence and similarity
prior to the 10th grade.

39. Students who will take cal-
culus need the equivalent of
a complete course in analytic
geometry as a part of their
high school mathematics.

40. In the future, junior high
students will need to meet
short chains of deductive
reasoning.

L1. Students need a high school
geometry course taught up to
the level of existing modern
textbooks.

42. Geometry students will need
a brief introduction to finite,
projective, and non-Euclidean
geometries as part of their
regular program.



Instructional Needs

32a. Teachers need to give all
children an introduction to
informal geometry.

33a. Teachers need to provide
experiences with developing geo-
metric designs or patterns.

34a. Teachers need to be sure
every student masters standard
area formulas.

35a. Teachers need to include a
brief introduction to constructions
in the minimum program for all
students.

36a. Teachers need to use correct:
terminology in geometry. They need
to distinguish between sets of
points and their interiors.

lib
Administrative and District Needs

32b. A minimum program for all
students in geometry needs to
be set up to be supplemented
for those taking high school
geometry.

33b. Teachers need to be en-
couraged to use existing
transparencies to stimulate
student creativity in applica-
tions of geometry.

35b. Demonstration equipment
for constructions needs to be
available for teachers as
required.

36b. Need to be sure teachers
are confident of terms in
geometry.

36b'. Need to be sure teachers
understand the aims of teach-
ing geometry at each level.

37a. Teachers need to use three 37b. Need to encourage teachers
dimensional models when helpful. to prepare three dimensional

models. May need to provide
some from the district.

38a. Junior high teachers will
need to present an intuitive
introduction to similarity and
congruence.
39a. Secondary teachers will need
to make sure a complete course in
analytic geometry is covered by
students taking calculus.
40a. Junior high teachers will
need to present brief chains of
deductive reasoning.
41a. Teachers of high school geo-
metry need to be sure they are
teaching a standard course accep-
table as college preparation.
42a. Teachers need to provide
students a glimpse of finite,
projective, and non-Euclidean
geometries.

39b. Need to establish a strand
of analytic geometry through-
out secondary mathematics.

41b. Need to continue to check
the level of the high school
geometry course to insure that
quality is maintained.

1.2b. Need to be sure training of
geometry teachers includes some
knowledge of modern geometries.



Measurement Strand

Societal Standards Assessment Data

12

A. Measurement is a doing lst-introduction to clock
process lst-telling time

2nd.dminority students just
learning to tell time

2nd-..making change
5th-minority students reviewed

telling time
6th-area of rectangle

B. Measurement is an application 6th-area of rectangle
of arithmetic skills 7th-area of composite figures

using mixed numbers
7th-area of composite figures
8th-solving money problems

C. Understand concept of what
a measurement is

D. Be able to use standard
units

E. Development of standard
mensuration formulas

F. Become bilingual in the
English and metric systems

none

3rd-had linear meaauremont chart
on wall

5th-changing 2 ft. I in. to inches
5th-time zones, leap year, weeks

in a year
6th-reviewing linear measures
8th-linear metric measure
8th-had worked on metric system

6th-area of rectangle and surface
area of cube

7th-area of rectangle and com-
posite figures

10th-area and perimeter of rec-
tangle

8th-linear metric measure and
approximate conversion to
English un:Its

8th-had worked on metric units

G. Understand measurement as a none
function



Strengths and We

A. Primary teachers emphasize
activity in measurement. Probably
it is not emphasized in upper
grades as much. Some minority
children were far behind in
development of measurement skills.

B. This was not observed below
grade 6, but probably is common,
since this is the traditional way
of presenting measurement.

C. The concept of measurement
does not seem to be presented from
a mathematical point of view. No
use of non-standardized units was
observed.

D. This traditional material is
widespread, but many slow students
are years behind in skill develop-
ment. The only metric units
noticed were linear.

E. Most of this work seems to be
in junior high years. Nothing more
complex than rectangle was observed
below that level.

F. Minimum courses on the metric
!

system are taught in the 8th grade.
No attempt is yet made to have
students become bilingual. The
metric system is not yet in ele-
mentary texts.

G. This topic is not yet in any
texts, and may not appear even in
the new adoptions.

12a
Learner Needs

43. Students beyond primary grades
need experience with an activity
approach to measurement.

t14. Some slow learners need to
catch up to grade level on
measurement skills.

45. Students need to apply work
with each new set of numbers
studied to geometry formulas.

46. Students need to understand
the mathematics of what a
measurement really is.

47. Students need experiences
with non-standardized measure-
ments.

18. Students need to be exposed
to all common standard me-sur-
ing units, and to be able to
convert from one to another.

49. Students need to master all
the common mensuration formulas
prior to 9th grade.

50. In the future, students will
need to be bilingual in the Eng-
lish and the metric systems.
Now, they need to be able to use
the metric system in applications.

51. In the future, students may
possibly need to think of
measurement as a function.



Instructional Needs

43a. Teachers beyond primary
grades need to include experiences
in an activity approach to
measurement.
44a. Teachers need to help
slower students make progress in
catching up to grade level in
measurement skills.
45a. Teachers need to relate
each new set of numbers studied
to geometric applications in-
volving measuremnt.
46a. Teachers need to explain
the concept of what a measurement
is.
47a. Teachers in elementary
grades need to provide many
experiences with nonstandardized
units.
48a. Teachers need to expose all
students to common measuring
units.

49a. Teachers need to be sure
every student masters the standard
mensuration formulas prior to the
9th grade.

50a. Teachers need to prepare to
teach future students to be
bilingual in the metric system.

51a. Teachers need to study the
possibility of teaching .measure-
ment as a function.

)2.b

Administrative and District Needs

43b. Need to provide teachers
with suggested activities in-
volving measurement.

4.6b. Need to be sure teachers
thoroughly understand the
concept of a measurement.

k9b. Need to develop a minimum
program of measurement formulas
for each year for all pupils.

50b. Need to be sure elementary
teachers are sufficiently pro-
pared to teach the metric system
thoroughly.



Applications of Mathematics Strand

Societal Standards

A. Understand construction of a
mathematical model

B. Ability to solve a wide
variety of concrete problems.

C. Students should propose areas
of investigation of interest to
them.

Assessment Data

none

13

5th-writing checks and paying bills
6th played investing in stock
market

8th-discussed application of metric
system

8th-learning to use slide rule
8th-learning to use slide rule
Gen. math.. making up questionnaire

as application of statistics
Sr. math. cost of owning duplex
Sr. math.-began idea of checking

account

Gen. math.-students deciding on
topic for questionnaire ill
statistical application

Simple problems proposed by
various students for solution
with con:outer



Strengths and Weaknesses

A. It is doubtful that many stu-
dents meet this .idea prior to
college, except when they use
mathematical sentences to solve
written problems.

B. In most cases, the best appli
cations were those that resource-
ful teachers had inserted on their.
own for enrichment. In general,
few applications were encountered.
In senior math the applications
do not always seem really prac-
tical to the students.

C. Few opportunities are pro-
vided for students to use their
initiative in suggesting areas of
application.

13a
Learner Needs

52. Students need to understand
concept of an abstract mathe-
matical model for a concrete
applied problem.

53. Students need practice in
actually setting up a mathe-
matical model.

54. Less able children need
business applications such as
checks and possibly the stock
market.

55. Students will need to become
bilingual in the use of the
metric system.

56. Students need to relate their
experiences with the metric
system to work in the arith-
metic texts.

57. Every student needs to be

1
familiar with the slide rule,
and to be able to use it for
simple work.

58. Students need to propose
areas of investigation of
applications of interest to

I

them.

59. Less able students need
.an acquaintance with calculators
and with trying to set up their
own problems for them.



Instructional Feeds

52a. Teachers need to introduce
the concept of a mathematical
model, and give practice in setting
up such a model.

54a. Teachers need to expose all
children to check writing and
other business applications.
55a. Teachers need to teach the
metric system so that students
are familiar enough with it to
work without converting to the
English system.
57a. 'Teachers need to introduce
the slide rule to all students.

58a. Teachers need to provide
opportunities for students to
suggest applications.

59a. More calculators are needed
in various classrooms.

59a,. Teachers in all schools
at secondary level need to arrange
a time when students can use a
calculator,

13b
Administrative and District Needs

52b. Need to make sure teachers
understand the idea of a mathe-
matical model in the abstract
sense.

55b. Need to provide teachers
enough information about the
metric system so they are con-
fident.

57b. Need to be sure all secondary
teachers can use a slide rule
for simple work.

57b1. Need to have inexpensive
slide rules available for teach-
ing purposes.

58b. Need to collect goo0
applications from teachers for
distribution for others to try.

59b. Need to provide help for
teachers to become familiar with
uses of simple calculator-com7,
puters.

59bl. Need to provide, as soon
as financially practical, more
simple calculators for classroom
use.

59bIt.
tion
ties

Counselors need infOrma-
on current job opportuni-
connected with computers.



13c
Other Needs

54c. Businesses and banks need to furnish free business forms such
as checks for use in classrooms.



14

Statistics and Probability Strand

Societal Standards -Assessment Data

A. Understand rudiments of I See strand on functions and
organization of data into standard 1 graphs.

graphs and charts

B. Understand meaning of various none
averages

C. Aware of meaning of variance none
and standard deviation

f

D. Familiar with elementary none
notions of probability

E. Familiar with elementary Gen. math.-questionnaire to be
notions of statistical inference made and analyzed by students



Strengths and Weaknesses

A. See strand on functions and
graphs.

B. Probably this is taught as it
appears in the regular texts.

C. Probably this is not intro-
duced, since it does not now
appear in elementary or secondary
texts. In the future, these will
become reauired topics, probably
in grade 11 or 12.

D. Two years ago, 26 classes in
Fresno took part in an experiment
using SNSG probability units.

E. This idea is likely to be met
only in junior high school or in
classes for terminal itudents.

1

lba

Learner Needs

See strand on functions and
graphs.'

60. Every student needs to be
able to find the mean, median
and mode prior to high school
graduation.

61. Within about 5
who will go on in
will need to now

years, students
mathematics
how to find

the variance and the standard

62. All students need to meet
fundamental ideas of probability
before graduation from high
school.

63. Students need an experimental
approach using concrete materials.

64. All students need to under-
stand elementary notions of
statistical inference prior to
graduation from high school.



Instructional Needs

See strand on functions and
graphs.
60a. Teachers need to make sure
all students are exposed to all
3 averages.
61a. Teachers of grades 11-12
need to plan to include variance
and standard deviation during
the next five years.

62a. Teachers need to mke
all students are exposed to
ideas of probability before
school graduation.

sure
baztic
high

62al. A reasonable strand of
probability and statistics needs
to be developed that will extend
through the years of secondary
school.

I

I

63a. Teachers need to provide an
experinental approach to
probability using concrete
materials.
64a. Teachers need to mako sure
all students are exposed to basic
ideas of statistical inference
before high school graduation.

1141)

Administrative and District Needs

See strand on functions and
graphs.

62b. The district needs to devise
a seouence of essent:.al topics
in probability and statistics
extending from about grade 6
upward.

62bt. Need to be sure secondary
teachers are provided with
resource mateial-S necessary
to teach probability and
statistics.

621)11 . Need to be sure secondary
teachers have mastered essc;ntial
content in probability and
statist-jcs.



llic

63e. Businesses using probability and statistics need to provide
teaching materials showing practical applications.

i



5

Sets Strand

Societal Standards Assessment Data

A. Use sets. to explain number lst-used term half of a set
concepts.

B. Use sets to explain meaning of . 3rd-sets of books used to

operations develop concept of division

C. Use of set language when Only the other entrics in this
convenient same column

D. Understand set operations and Alg.-m:;ntioned union of two seq.
properties

E. Apply sets in logic None



Strengths and We

A. Ideas from sets appear in
primary books but not grades 4-6.
It is doubtful that teachers use
set concepts to exrlain numbers if
the text does not.

B. It is probable that primary
teachers do more of this than
teachers in grades 4-6, because of
the texts.

C. Very little use of set lan-
guage seems apparent. Teachers
miss many opportunities to use the
ideas with no extra time involved.
Hajor ideas such as the fact that
set language permeates mathematics
seem to be missed at all levels by
most teachers .

D. Some students get these ideas
in junior high school. All students
need to meet them, including the
concept of Cartesian product.

E. Present texts do not have
logic. It is possible that some
students have been introduced to
the connections between Venn dia-
grams and truth tables.

35a

Learner Needs

65. Students need to be able to
use set language to describe
collections of numbers.

66. Students need to think of
extensions of nu2lber systems
as related to sets.

67. Students need to relate
operations with nuiabcrs to
the language of sets.

68. Students need to be used
to hearing set language thi)ough-
out mathomatics.

69. Students going on in mathe-
matics need to be familiar
with set operations and pro-
perties so they can be used
in abstract mathematics.

70. Students going on to colleL;o
mathematics need to underztvr:.
the applications of mathcia-
in logic.



Instructional Deeds

65a. Teachers need to use set
language as convenient to explain
concepts of numbers.

66a. Teachers need to explain ex-
tensions of number systems using
set language.
67a. Teachers need to explain
operations with nu: bers using sat
language when convenient.

68a. Teachers need to use set
language throughout the year to
keep students familiar with the
words, when they can be used
naturally.

69a. Teachers need to decide which
students will need information about
set operations because of their
future uork in mathematics.

70a. Teachers need to prepare many
students to apply set operations in
logic.

3.5b

Administrative and District nteds

65b. There is a need to con-
vince teachers that sot lan-
guage.can be used often with-
out taking time from other
topics.

67b. Probably many teachers
still need more confidence in
explaining arithmetic using
sets.

69b. The mlninum essentials in
set language and operations for
all students continuing with
college mathematics need to
be determined.



15c

Other Needs

67c. Parents need to understand that sot language is normally not
used for its own sake alone, but to help students understand the topic

being studied.



Functions and Graphs Strand

Societal Standards Assessment Data

A. Introduce relation and function none
concept through ordered pairs in
elementary school

B. Understand simple statistical
graphs

C. Standard function notation em-
ployed in junior high school

D. Ability to graph ?relations and
functions in 1 and 2 dimensions

E. Understand special types of
functions and operations with
functions

16

5th-class had already finished
graphs

6th-were doing per cent graphs
7th-had made bar graphs, and
understood there was :ore than
one correct way to rake them

none

none

none



Strengths and Weaknesses Learner Needs

16a

A. This topic does not appear in 71. When new texts are adopted,
present state texts, but is very elementary children will need
likely to be in new ones. to be introduced to the con-

B. The minimum of work appearing
in texts seems to be covered, at
least with average and above
average students.

C. This topic does not appear
in present state texts, but is
very likely to be in new ones.

D. These topics are covered in
grades 7-10, mainly in algebra and
geometry courses, but without use
of function terminology. The
committee for 9th grade algebra
has excluded the function chapter
from the required course.

E. The traditional course includes
trigonometric and exponential func.
tions. The concept is used in
advanced placement courses.

cepts of functions and rela-
tions.

72. Terminal students need to
be able to interpret statis-
tical graphs.

73. When new texts are adopted,
7th and 8th grade students
will need to be able to use
the function notation.

7k. Students need to meet the
function concept in grade 9,
and to hear the language used
widely ia traditional courses.

75. Students continuing with
calculus need to understand
the function concept thoroughly
before beginning calculus.



Instructional Needs

71a. When new texts are adopted,
teachers need to include all
available material on functions
in the course of study.
72a. A minimum program for all
students needs to be established
to include statistical graphs.

73a. Teachers in grades 7 and 8

will. need to teach the function
notation in new texts.

74a. Grade nine teachers need to
reconsider the course of study to
include function when it is intro-
duced in earlier grades.

74al. Teachers in present tradi-
tional courses need to continue to
use the correct technical language
of relation and function after it
has been introduced.

75a. Teachers need to prepare
calculus students by introducing
the function concept before
calculus.

16b

Administrative and District Needs

71b. Elementary teachers need
to understand the concept of
function and relation so they
can teach it in the new texts.

73b. Junior hi gh teachers need
to be prepared to use correct
language and notation when
teaching the function concept.

74b. Within a few years, the
district will need to develop
a strand for teaching the func-
.tion concept from about gra(1.3
four.

74131. High school teachers need
to be encouraged to use the
correct technical vocabulary
for function when convenient.



Logical Thinking Strand

Societal Standards Assessment Data

A, Understand that equality 2nd-another name for number
means two different names for the
same thing

E..Understand inductive side of none
mathamatics

C. Understand if-then reasoning none
and the rules of inference

D. Be able to use logical
connectives such as and and or

E. Understand role of negation

17

Alg.-related connective or to
union of sets.

none

F. Use of some qualtifiers none

G. Understand notion of proof In geometry classes only

H. Formal chapter on logic in
high school (including introduc-
tion tc truth tables)

none

I. Terminal students introduced none
to logic



Strengths and We

A. Teachers missed at least ten
good opportunities to talk about
names for a number and the sig-
nificance of the equals.

B. It is doubtful that this
concept appears very often in
Fresno classrooms at any level.

C. The use of if-then statements -

is probably confined to high school
proofs in algebra and geometry.

D. Probably this does not appear
in classrooms prior to algebra
now.

E. This probebly is not taught
in grades 1-8.

F. The topic probably is not
taught in grades 1-8.

G. It is doubtful that formal
proofs appear very often below
grade nine. Proof in arithmetic
is used to mean check the answers.
Few formal proofs were observed
in high school.

H. Geometry books now being
written generally contain this. It.
is probably not taught now, except'
for small parts appearing in geo-
metry texts.

I. Students taking general mathe-
matics seem to get no introduction
to logical .c,ninking.

17?

Learner Reeds

76. Students need to hear the
correct vocabulary u3ed to
explain equals as two names
for the same thing.

77. Students need to appreciate
the inductive approach to
mathematics, using; intuition.

78. -Students need to see if-then
statements and to make them
prior to the ninth grade.

79. Junior high students need
to match set language and
logical connectives.

80. Junior high students
to be able to write the
tion of a statement.

need
nega-

81. Junior high students need
to be exposed to the use of
-some and all as quantifiers.

82. Students need to understand
the difference between a proof
and a check, and to begin to
distinguish be informal
proofs and formal deductive
proofs prior to algebra. High
school students need practice
with formal proofs.

83. Soon, all pupils going on
in college mathematics will
be expected to be familiar with
this material, so it will need
to be presented to them.

84. Every high school gradqate
needs some introdue,tion to logic.



Instructional Needs

76a. Teachers should look for
opportunities to use the correct
language to explain equals.

77a. Teachers need to be able to
encourage use of inductive argu-
ments prior to generalizations.

78a. Teachers need to put state-
ments in if-then form more often.

79a. Teachers need to relate the
language of sets and logical
connectives.
80a. Teachers need to explain
how to form the negation of a
statement.
81a. Teachers
meaning of all
logical usage.

need to explain the
and some in precise

82a. Teachers need to bring in
more informalproofs earlier.

83a. Teachers need to decide on
the amount of logic and its place-
ment in the high school sequence.

8ka. Teachers need to experiment
to see what logic can be taught
to terminal students.

17b

Administrative and District Needs

76b. Need to be sure elementary
teachers understand the idea
that a numbe has many names.

76bt. Need to keep reviewing
this idea in high school.

77b. Need to be sure teachers
have available examples of
the use of induction in mathe-
matics.

78b. Need to be sure teachers
understand the premise-
conclusion form of if-then
statements.

7913.

to
it

Need to encourage teachers
use set language and relate
to logical connectives.

82b. Need to be sure that
teachers use the word prove
correctly in arithmetic.

83b. Need to check to sec if
new teachers are being pre-
pared to introduce logic.

83b1. Need to see that teachers
have studied truth tables.

80. Need to experiment to
see if to some elements
of logic to terminal students
will help their scores on
standardized tests.



Problem Solving Strand

Societal Standards

A. Able to construct diagrams and
use concrete materials to solve
problems

B. Able to guess reasonable
answers

none

none

Assessment Data

18

C. Able to translate into Alg.-solved digit problems
mathematical sentences Alg.-word problems with 2 equa-

tion:; in two unknowns
Inter. Plath.-problem with growth
of colony of bacteria

D. Performance of mathematical 4th-verbal problem with addition
analysis and interpretatio:- of or multiplication. Did prob-
answer lems orally together

7th-verbal interest p_.oblem
8th-solved money problems. Teacher
read them and explained process

E. Pupils encouraged to use
intuition and to discover various
methods

F. Inclusion of enrichment and
recreational problems

G. Foriaulation of practical
Problems by students.

none

Intro, to alg.-enrichment prob-
lem concerning 5 and 3 gallon
container

6thproblems connected with
play investing in stocks

Two schools visited allowed
students to propose problems
for solution with a small
computer.



Strengths and Weaknesses

A. This idea is probably not used
as often as possible, especially I

beyond the primary level.

B. This idea of guessing is
probably rarely used.

C. Probably this technique is much
more common at the secondary level!
than the elementary level. It has
long been a part of traditional
algebra.
D. Lack of reading skill is a
great limitation in teaching prob-
lem solving. Much of problem
solving is done orally together.
The method of checking is not
stressed.

E. This is probably hard for
teachers to accomplish, except for
very bright children. Teachers
manuals contain few good ideas to
help in this.

P. Probably a limited amount of
these problems are introduced,
depending on the individual teacher.
A junior high curriculum committee
is making a collection of resource'
materials that should include this
type of problem.

G. Some individual teachers are
able to stimulate activities, but
textbooks do not help much. The
computers are a valuable motiva-
tional device.

18a

Learner Needs

85. Slower students need to learn
to use concrete materials when
necessary.

86. All students need to learn
to construct a diagram if help-
ful.

87. All students need to be
able to quickly guess the
answer to a problem before
working it, and to observe if
their final answer is reason-
able.

88. Students below the level of
algebra need to begin to trans-
late problems into mathematical
sentences when helpful.

89. Students need to be able to
read well enough so it will not
cause difficulty in teaching
word problems.

90. Students need more practice
in solving word problems inde-
pendently.

91. Students need to check their
fork more often.

92. Students need to be encouraged
to discover more than one way
to solve a problem.

93. Students at all ability
levels need some exposure to
recreational problems.

9L.. Poor students need recrea-
tional problems closely related
to skills they should learn.

95. Students need to be encouraged
to bring real problems to class,

96. Every student needs the
experiences of formulating a
simple problem to be solved on
a computer.



Instructional Needs

85a. Teachers need to be sure a
variety of concrete materials are
available to use as necessary.

86a. Teachers need to encourage
students to make diagrams when
they might be helpful.
87a. Teachers need to encourage
estimating mentally before solving
a problem.
87a,. Teachers often need to ask
if an answer (especially a wrong
one) is reasonable or not.

89a. Teachers nc?ed to help stu-
dents learn to read arithmetic
problems for themselves.

90a. Teachers need to provide
opportunities for students to
solve problems independently.
91a., Teachers need to have stu-
dents check their work more often.
92a. Teachers need to encourage
children who discover another
correct way to work a problem.

93a Teachers need to have a.
supply of recreational problems
available to the class.

95a. Teachers need to encourage
students to bring real problems
to class.
96a. Teachers need to provide
opportunities for all students,
if at all possible, to have some
experience in preparing a problem
for a computer to solve.

18b

Administrative and District Needs

85b. There may be a need to
supply some concrete materials
if any elementary classrooms
are without them.

89b. There is a need to fully
explore the connection between
low reading ability and solv-
ing problems in mathematics
to see if children can be
taught to read mathematics
problems in mathematics classes
or in reading classes.

93b. There is a need to share
good recreational problems
among teachers.

96b. There is the need to make
available, as soon as financially
possible, a small computer for
use by any secondary teacher
desiring to give his class some
experience with it.



18e

89c. Some parents, when able, need to help their children learn to
read mathamatics problems.

96c. Industries actually using computing equipnent nocd to invite
classos to soc how it is used in practice.



19
First Year Algebra Strand

Societal Standards

A. Possess basic algebraic skills

B. Understand basic algebraic
concepts

Assessment Data

8th-raultiplication of binomials
Intro. to alg.-great trouble
with subtraction of algebraic
fractions

Intro. (2)- solved set of 2
linear inequalities. Vocab-
ulary and method were tradi
Itional

Alg.-solving Quadratic eauations
Alg.-usod cancel in solving

quadratic eauations
Alg.-simplification of radicals
Alg.-working with radicals

Intro.-concept of opposite
Intro.-distributive property

over subtraction
Intro.-correct usage of number

and numeral
Alg.-introduction to polynomials
Alg.-explained parameter
District outline omits functions

C. Have experiences with application; Intro.-digit verbal problem:
and written problems Alg.-word problems with 2

equations in 2 unknowns



Strengths and We

A. It seemed that most teachers
were teaching a rather standard
course, with emphasis on skills.
There was little use of techniques
other than the lecture method.

What was expected of the stu-
dents varied from one school to
another, depending on the socio-
economic level.

B. Possibly the emphasis on
concepts and understandings should
have been somewhat heavier. They
tended to be taught separately, and
not in connection with skills.

C. Only traditional-type problems
were observed, There was no
attempt to relate algebra to the
world of, the student.

19a

Learner Needs

97. Students need to participate
more in questions and discussion.

98. Students in schools in
lower socio-economic areas,
who take algebra, should com-
plete all of a standard course.

99. Students need to have a
proper balance of concepts and
skills, taught together, in
a modern program of algebra.

100. Students need to be able
to use the tools of algebra
to solve practical problems
as well as traditional types.



191)

Instructional Needs Administrative and District Needs

97a. Teachers need to experiment
more with teaching techniques othari
than the straight lecture in algebra.
98a. Teachers in low socio-cconumic 98bThe district needs to guar. au-
schools need to be sure the algebra tee some basic comnetcncies in
course their students take is equiva- algebra for every student cern-
lent to those in the other high pleting the course.
schools.

99a. Teachers need to think about
how to achieve a balance between
skills and concepts in algebra,
and how to present both as a
meaningful whole.

100a. Teachers need to search for 100b. Need to distribute crertive
some real applications of elementary ideas of best teachers in
algebra to present. j algebra.



Societal Standards

A. Further development
skills.

20
Second Year Algebra Strand

Assessment Data

of algebraic llth-gave test on skill9
nth-solution of a second degree
equation with two variables

B. Further development of concepts
and understandings

C. Exposure to applications and
vepbal problems

11th-spelling test on vocabu-
lary

nth-problem with growth of
bacteria colony



Strengths and Weaknesses

A. The assessment was very in-
complete, so that few conclusions
are possible. Compared to other
districts where larger numbers of
students go to four year colleges,
there are few classes of second
year algebra in Fresno.

B. From the topics that were
being taucht, it seems the classes
will not cover many topics in the
last 1/3 of the text.

C. The usual problems from the
text were taught.

20a

Learner Needs

101. Second year algebra stu-
dents going on in mathematics
need to be exposed to almost
every topic in the text, since
few colleges offer college
algebra.
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Mathematics Beyond Second Year Alubra

Societal Standards t Assessment Data

A. Complete the equivalent of a Trig.-class of only 4 students
complete course in trigonometry in Ranority school

1

B. If a calculu
:

s course is given, Calc.-derivative of a logarithm
it should be the equivalent of the

1

Calc,-review of Properties of
same typo course at the college : logarithms and oral drill
level.

1



A. The assessment was inadeauatej
Partly because there are few
classes in trigonometry meeting
in the afternoons.

Strengths and Weaknesses

B. The assessment was inadequate.
Seemingly, the advanced placement
program is preparing students well.
The number of students is small.

I

21a
Learner Needs

102. Every student beginning
calculus needs the equivalent
of a college course in trigo-
nometry.

103. Students need to be pre
pared to take an advanced
course rather than the beginning
course in college _mathematics
if they take calculus in. high
school.

104. Students need to be pre-
pared to pass an Advanced
Placement examination, but this
should not be the main goal
Df the course.

105. Students need the equiva-
lent of a complete course in
analytic geometry by the time
they fini;th the advanced place
ment program.



Instructional Needs

102a. Teachers should be sure the
sequence of topics in trigonometry
constitutes the equivalent of a
complete course.

103a. Teachers recd to prepare
students for an advanced college
course in raathamat ics.

104a. Teachers need to prepare
students for the Advanced Placement
test, without undue emphasis oai it.

105a. Teachers need to be sure all
topics in modern analytic geometry
are covered by the time the advanced!
placement program is completed.

21b

Administrative and District Deeds



Climate in Classroom - Teaching Techniques

Societal Standards Number of Observations

A. Adequate use of audio visual 23
materials

B. Emphasis on more than one 2
correct way to solve a problem

C. Provision of supplementary f 7
learning activities

D. Provision of individual help

E. Provision of an individual
progz,am for some students

11-

2

F. Wise use of drill materials 1 10

G. Pupils sometimes work without
using the text

3

H. Class reads aloud together j 1

I. Pupils allowed to work at board 2

J. Use of rapid oral drill 5

K. Grouping within somo classes 3

L. Teachol,s attonmt to stimulate 0
dis c ovary

22



Strengths and Weaknesses

A. Overhead projectors are plentiful
in most schools. Teachers use a lot
of audio visual materials, and many
of them are homemade.
B. This concept appears only in cer-!
tain types of problems. It is likely !
many teachers do not consider this
aspect-of mathematics very often.
C. Many other teachers had used these
materials previously. In general,
such materials are used only with
above average students.

D. Many other teachers normally pro-i
vide individual help as necessary
during supervised study periods.

E. Ordinarily, it is virtually im-
possible for a regular classroom
teacher to provide individualized
programs for every student.

F. Probably most teachers used addi-
tional drill materials during the year.
It was an almost universal complaint
that state texts did not contain enough
drill material.
G. This technique is fine part of the:
time. If carried to extremes, it may
mean the pupil will not learn how to
read the text, and will never see a
complete development of a topic.
H. This technique helps slower
students with reading problems.

I. Many classrooms have relatively
little board space. The technique
should probably be used more widely.
J. This is a time-saving technique of
groat value. It should be used much.
more widely.
K. Many students are in homogeneous
groups. Grouping within a class per-
mits pupils to progress more at their
own pace, but means that the teacher
can spend only part of her time with
each group.
L. This cornerstone of the method of
modern mathematics is difficult to
develop in a typical classroom. It is
probable that sore teachers in Fresno
do attempt it.

Learner Needs
22a

106. Pupils need exposure
to the idea that there is
often more than one way
to solve a problem.

107. Many pupils need to
study new ideas in supple-
mental materials, as well
as regular texts.

108. Pupils, especially
slower Du-oils, sometimes
need individual help.

109. A few students may need
completely individualized
Programs in mathematics.

110. Pupils sometimes need
additional drill on important
skills, besides that found
in their texts.

111. Pupils need the experience
of attempting to discover
something in mathematics
for themselves.



Instructional Needs

106a. Teachers need to emphasize,
there is often more than one
correct way to work a problem.

107a. Teachers need to provide
supplementary materials when the
would be helpful.

108a. Teachers need to give as
much individual help as possible
to those students needing it.

109a. Teachers need to provide a
completely individualized program
if that would be best for a
particular pupil.

22b

Administrative and District Needs

107b. The district needs to
attempt to provide special
supplemental materials wher.
needed by a teacher.

108b. The district needs to rem.
late the size of classc;s to the
amount of individual help a
teacher is able to give.

109b. Some teachers may need
help in planning an individual
Program for some exceptional
pupils.

110a. Teachers need to provide 110b. Some teachers may need
additional drill beyond that found help in choosing good additional
in the text when they feel it is drill, and in deciding how much
necessary.

f of this material should be used.

1

I

I

I

I

111a. Teachers need to provide
experiences through which pupils
can make discoveries in mathe-
matics.



22 c

Other Needs

108c. Parents need to accept the responsibility of providing
additional individual help at home when necessary.



Societal Standards Number of Observations

M. Encourage spirit of open and 0
free investigation

S

23
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IffSTOIZTGAL DETAIL

Exnerinental pro7ans in modern mathematics at the secondary
levels ber.an in Cslifornia about 1958-1959. Elementary experimental
-Fe ograms followed about 1960. Tt was several years after these
dates that the programs became widesnread ir the secondary schools,
and not until the Yresent textbook adontion that they became
videsexead at the elerentarf levels. The Bay area and the Los Ant7eles
area nateirallv led in the experimentation, but Presno had early
contacts -eith the e=rograns, esnecially SMG, and leaders from Fresno
;nined rrominence throughout the state. it is to be emected that
teachers in Fresno would have fewer osoortunities to study and to
learn to aooreciate modern mathematics than is true in sone other ..larts
of the state, in s';' to of an intensive in-service program. 7t Ls
aso e_cae:)ted that the district seems somewhat more conservative than
sow, of those in the two major nenulation centers of the state.

The initisl Pieriod of introduction of podern mathematics into
the secondary schools of Fresno lies in the oast. Second generation
commercial teer.ts uith modern ideas are now being widely used. At
the elementary level, the initial period will close in 1970 1-;hen the
-)resent texts are changed. There has been a natural concern when
Some evidence indicated that the introduction of modern mathematics
resulted in a decrease in skill levels as revealed by standardized
tests. Teachers have now attemnted to compensate for this, but the
ironer balance in teaching both concents arni skills is still be=ing,
eou7ht.

The rest of this section includes some sene-ea3izetions about
v-lri')us strands in the classification matrix of needs, so that the
reader may more easil7 interpret the needs in the of current

-
.

The tvreical visitor to a Fresno mathematics classroom !)01(11,7

Trade nine is most likely to see students drillilg on fividaolentals
of lrithrletic. This is not necessari?y meant as a criticisnl hut
it is true that this one facet of the -Irogran dominates all others,
hence there are nary concepts that are in the other strands that arc
scarcely !I-resented at all. As long as state tests do enohasize co:1-
-ratation and a narrow assortment of rather traditional concests, this
annroach is ldecluate, and so far has managed to 'keen the schools of
Fresno near the average for the state. It is a natural outcome of
the decline in cm:mutational skills in connection with the
use of Tiodern texts in the elementary grades. There
Yrilotration at oni; teachers uho feel that drilling is
are not su nosed to do in modern mathematics, and it
sane J:',alse notion that caused some of the decline in
first olacc.

Ls considerable
something they

serobal):1 J this

the

The real problem for the future is how to maintain at least
the Sn:NO sk 11. "Jevel and yet find the time to introduce many nou

conce.lts included in the Strands Re,-)ort that are be; innine to ?,:;7r

0)



on standardized tests. At this very none t, state tests flre beingdesigned to test concepts in the Revised arands Relort. Unlessmany changes take "ace in Fresno schools, it seems ineviteble thatfuture tests real y pill test many items 7-pi-ells have neve-
encountered. Once again, it is im-lort2nt to creehesfze net ne aeclinein skills should be accented. Tt sirrl-- :Ienn tr.a6!.11- torenaterial in the sane armunt of time.

A large ,.lart of the time of instructors in erades is --!sodevoted to teaching these same funriarental s%ills of arithretic tostudents rho have not yet nastered them. At this level, the 1 -rob emsof motivation are more acute, and it is e r-lre teaeheer is ho is
satisfied Trith the nrogress he sees students 3onr stvicits,
esne,ciaL1J those in lou socio-econorie rn-eas. ex,oced litt'e
beyond tbc fund:Yraental onerations. rirn7d- to
teacher exi)lains how uenk they are on
reasonable that modern nathematics is a-7,ro-:-1--L-Itc, for stud. ".ACcannot add yet present experinen.!;s zee': to in&c-ite ::ostchildren can indeed learn abstract mathenatics. The exoblei is !e--:well can they learn it -ander the existing conditions in the Fresnoclassroons.

In general, the geometry strand consists of the topics in thestate texts. It seems to take little time, and often serves as aninteresting tonic to relieve the study of arithmetic merations.So far, it is not really a very significant strand in Fresno, beforethe formal course in high school geometry.

The entire apnroach to the teaching of measurement is ch-Lwrin`':,though this annroach is not yet evident in Fvesno. reaslirr:fient, it i.-advocated, should be taught as an activity, should bc-in to (!..1-)hisi;;(,the metric system, and should be an extremely useful arinlixAtion ('farithmetic. Instead, it is sometimes tn.u!Pt as an :lbstract,
which the student simply fills in the blanks on the te:ct Y.:1Fe. Theprimary teachers seen to be nearer the spirit of teachin-; modern
measurement than teachers at higher grade levels.

In Fresno, there is relatively little emphasis on the axaications
of mathematics, especially-Kith college preparatory students, but thereare sizns that the widespread use of small computers may be helpingthe situation. Apnlication, somehow, must be made significant in thelives of the

The statistics and probability strand is one that nill becomemore important during the next five to ten years, but nor there iscertainly no strand alparent throughout the grades. This strend isclosely related to the one on applications.

The sets strand has faded somewhat from its former ,,roninenceat the beginning of modern mathematics, and this is rood. The :letlanguage is important, because set concepts are not tauP:ht for thcir
own sake at the elementary levels, but as a tool to hell) in the
learning of arithmetic.



96

The function and granhs strand is one that uill become nuch
more Lmnortant as the conce=it of function begins to appear in
texts at louer grade levels. At the rloment, in Presno, there is
inadeouate understanding, even amont7 secondary teachers, of the
4'1,ture siftnif4cance o_ function concent.

Tbere is still considerable opposition to naking logic an
integral part of the mathematics curriculum. Tn snit of this,
the trend throughout the nation is to teach more and more logic at
an earlier and earlier level. Exneriments have shoun that some
logic can be taught in elementary grades, and textbooks are beginning
to reflect this trend. A formal Charter on logic is becomin,7 an
accented "fart of the hi gh school mathematics background for students

with -ntbenatics. There seens no indication that Fresno4.1,, -

schools s are tePching logic yet.

Problem solving apnears in every. nathematics.course, yet it is
not or thought of as a strand in its aun right. One of the
d4fficulties connected Nith nroblem. solving is that it de:lc-ads wion
rending ability, as well as intelligence. This penalizes '.:any children
who ma y have lore trouble reading they have understandin
arithnetic.

Ulth the phasing out of introduction to algebra courses, Fresno
is coming to accept the pattern of a single course in first year algebra
that is annronriave for all students Tzith sufficient background. In
srdte of the text, algebra courses in Fresno seem to be only s?ight1-7
modern in sPirit. There are some exceotions to this rule, but they
depend on a few teachers with a stronger bac!f.zround.

Second year algebra is a more specialized course for a selected
group of qualified students. The strength of the course depends on
how far students get in the text, to some extent, because the last
part contains many essential topics for the r)erson going ca in
mathematics.

There is not as much standardization of courses beyond second
year algebra as during the early years of high school . The advanced
placement re-eram has complicated the issue of hue- much senlrate1.4

trigonometry and analytic geometry should be taught, and uhen. A

smaller :-,ro7)rotion of students take work beyond second .year algebra
in Fresno than in other districts where the ner ceeit of :Audents enter inc;
four year colleges is higher. Across the nation, the trend seems to be
that more and more students are taking advanced mathenatic to nrenare
them for college mathematics. There is also evidence that the per
cent of students taking general mathematics is declininr.

The Revised Strands Report, as comPared to the oriinal, malzes
a big issue of what is called The Climate in the C-1.ass-e'ocei." it is
not widely known among the lay smblic that the nhilosollhy and method
of teaching mathematics is Possibly even more significant iil moderi,
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12. Project Design Advisory Committee

13. Approximately 20 other mathematics teachers whose
classes did not observe

C. Other sources

I. Other informal observations qurinf: the time spent in
Fresno

2. Reading information furnished by Project Design staff

3i. Other knowledge about Fresno gained during 5 year of
worldnt:: with the California Ehthenatics Council.

The following list includes some of the limitations in the
assessment that must be considered in evaluiting the results.

A.. There certainly uere many good teachers in Fresno did not
visit. The sampling was excellent, however, because of the
efforts of the Project Design staff. Fau fourth gr:tdes or
geometry classes were visited, but other (5rades were well
renresented. While the sample included Irmy tfueo of sc:loolo,
it is imnortant to realize that it was biased in that manr
of the schools in Fresno are middle income, with a lou
norcentage of minority students, while I snu only a few of
these "tyoical" schools.
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T could only visit sone schools ia the afternoons, and not
=11 nIthnnatics classes net they). This necour.tts in `art

for 17,11$7, Ir=11 number or 3efxietry classes fourth -7r,71)do

eThsses

C. The fact thnt I stayed only about fifteen zeaui,;::: in each
classroom Las im2ortant, but seeped rece,:snr.:- to rovide

larf,;er sannlincr of clnssrooms in a

L r t:le fact that the obsPrv=tion.:, :Jere made in the

soro tovics onl r=r1----r 4n r -a- -.7ere notI A,

rPnortn=,.

The conclus;ons dra::n from t'ic% observat-ions are 17.,

oFinionc. They are su:morted byu:1:Tt h=ve
th7:rtgs I itive Tiessed, and 22'rexreriebce-: c1,7Lee. Li -t

feu cases, the findings may be in error. i")-n the other hand,

do feel the results in this renort are neaninrrfull and do
actually 'resent a reliable picture of mathematics instructon
in Fresr -. the fact is accepted that the renort contains
- a:enerlizations for w irethere re exceptions.

EXPRESSION OF APPRECIATION

I would personally like to express wanoreciation to each
teacher uho let rue visit his or her classroom, to each priacinal and /''fir
mathematics department head who helped with the scheduli:ig and
furnished information, and to all the other persons who contributed
information to this study. I found complete cooperation in ever,'
school and in every classroon. Everywhere, I found conceraed tolcher-
1:;ho uere anxious to hel=l. Haw knew little about the study, but the-
Imre willing to nrovide frank answers to TV questions when the:, fop:C
that it night hell) to improve mathematics instruction.

As author of this particular re.. ort, I give permission to tier

Project Design staff, and to other personnel of the Fresno Unifd
School District, to reproduce all or .farts of it for distribution
7fithin the district.
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Thi r sectf: on c, in a sense, a su )n2e-nrit to the re lnrt. Here
11 list of ou:7:esti.ons for the Frest.o Uni2l d Dstrie 1,rf cons ..der

to c rro7c 7n tbennt4 cs education ii: the d:.str ct e. ir the ::ext
."7va to t,r-n :7-e-?rs. The suggestions in t7:1:s -e

itr 1-1ri 7,e broad needs often ; nvol v", n7 s 7.n

to 'Cie --.erern7: suf:n-estions, this re .Ort, (3reds

of s-,oPifi.c 0717:est'ons, since each snecific ecr1 li -tee thc
can be re::ordee As a 517p;-:(1.:-.tio:, to meet that

ndicf-lted It should be r,olnted out ence Vint th:s 132t of
ou7,ested solutions does not renresent cr7:,'c',;., of ',1zclIt 'o icics,

-t frturcs .rovnrn

f. Ati-,enpt to train at least one resource ~Jerson so that he will bc
r.vailable in each elementary schoo, -71(3. so that he iJ J thorow;h1:.:

1.)ot h. the conte;lt nd the te hirr- 1_030" -1-1,7 of :,..o(3crr.
. also be very fa:-1-11-7 -Ix th current !.ter-ture

cducatior and ca.y, bl c or st 4 or ier ;nentati on
'-:1 .:.. C'

2. For the terminal student, reduce the number of goals for the
nathematics classes, and concentrate on really attaining just
few F:oals at a tine.

a

J. Try to decide n realistic way how the television sets now
iPSta7leti, c;'21 be -1.r3ed to he- 1 meet the need- 'std in this renori.-..
For they rairtht show real annlications O -riather.atics or
they nifT;ht be used to tench some strand sile:1 as oric at does
not a-near iii rerlrfrit texts. Try to :CI rrood duriner the
d-zr Thr the to Ile used, xat. 0.72 ci; c:rt o tin' .: for the
nthr,matics lesson.

1.:

}

Consider extending the mathematics curricul-am committees and the
steering committees downward to elementary levels and upward 1-,o the
college. TY.s would aid in coordination and would inarna:;e the

betweeri teachers at varioua levels. iTow, the fo:31, serious

i,robably between grades 6 and 7.

Decide which statistics on mathematics education need LO be
maintained in the district, then set UP a plan to kr3r:z. them
available and up to date. The imnortant stati-tics rre those
that uoulc help evaluate nrocress.

6. Attempt to simplify the textbook adoption procedure so that
committees of teachers can handle the entire procedure ia fetP

months.

7. lttenpt to ;encourage mre professionalism among teachers, including
treater attendance at professional meetings, greater em:thasis
.lembershiv) in ICE; and CEC, greater emphasis on professim:11
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reading, and distribution of information on various current
experimental programs. The teacher uho is truly a professional
uill often plan to attend professional meetings at his own
expense, because he considers this as one of his obligations.
Perhaps it would be reasonable for the district to pay the ex-
penses for one professional meeting to match each professional
meeting for which the teacher attends at his avn exoense.

8. Teachers of slow classes, especially those containing minority
children, should be very careful in discussing the ability of
the children, or their lack of skill, so that the children can
hear. It is possible that a feeling of constant failure can
become a habit even in the primary years. llote that discussing
progress with children, even if they are many years behind, is
Carrecrdif-Perept matter.

9. Attempt to instill the idea that the teacher himself, as a
Professional, is actually responsible for his own inservice
education. The district merely provides the setting and what-
ever help is needed. For example, every elementary teacher should
begin to think about the course of action she will pursue to be
able to use the new state adoptions. She will reauest help from
the district, through organized inservice activities, when she
feels that this is necessary.

10. hUsic lessons and other reasons such as this should never take
children out of mathematics classes. Both subjects are important,
and there should be separate times for each.

11. Systems such as the "mod schedules" are primarily administrative
devices, and are rarely suggested by subject matter experts. They
may or may not have a good influence on the program of instruction.
They should be evaluated to see if there is any evidence that they
contribute to more learning in mathematics. If their effect
cannot be measured, then they should be evaluated in more general
terms. In other words, there is little evidence from across the
nation that different scheduling arrangements really make much
difference in improving mathematics instruction.

12. There is some experimental evidence to show that afternoon is not
the best time to teach mathematics. Consider some experimentation
to find the best time of day, then move as many classes as
possible to that time. This problem may be connected to the
problem of lack of air conditioning in many classrooms.

13. There is plenty of material for the production of several M. A.
theses involving the needs of the district in mathematics
education. The writing of these theses might lead to further
attempts at improvement.

14. The open enrollment policy seems more good than bad, and should
be continued until some other policy is shown to be superior.
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15. In some elementary schools, and with some teachers, it is
possible that an hour lesson on mathematics is too long. In

these cases, it might be better to split the lesson into two

parts, so that the children mould not get tired of the material.

16. Consider the establishment of a tutoring program in Fresno

so that qualified high school and college students night
volunteer to help slow or culturally deprived children. raise

skill levels. Possibly this suggestion might be related to

summer school opportunities.

17. Consider having the approximately 160 secondary mathematics
teachers meet together at times and work together more closely

as a team. They should be able to decide some policies and

to make suggestions for experimentation. This would also
help to coordinate efforts and to spread information. But do

not have meetings just for the sake of meetings. Probably
this sort of meeting would be a part of the fall orientation

program.

18. Fresno has pre teachers who are high school students. It also

has some student teachers in the classrooms, but these are
really graduate students in most cases. Consider some plan to
get more college students at other levels into the classroom.

19. For large group instruction, provide a self-contained, roving
microphone so that the teacher will be able to move around

more freely.

20. Attempt to hire some experienced mathematics teachers in the

district who have been teaching in districts in other parts
of California where there has been more experimentation. Also

attempt to hire more new teachers from other teacher training

colleges in Califarnia. The present hiring policies seem
destined to maintain the existing program, but will not

produce significant changes. Emphasize with potential new
teachers that five years from now, Fresno will be an e7en more
desirable place to live, while the more crowded Darts of the
state will be less desirable. Also emphasize the availability
of reasonable housing relatively near the schools, a situation
that does not exist in many districts in the state.

21. Consider a plan to train teachers before they begin teaching

in minority classes. Probably new teachers should always teach
elsewhere first, but should observe minority classes for a
long period of time, then work with an experienced teacher.
The training is more a matter of psychology than of mathematics

content. There are arguments on both sides, but I believe
that the personality and specific training of the teacher for
minority children is more important than his race or cultural

background.
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22. Study the problem of hat diagnostic and achievement tests
are really needed so that each teacher can see how each
child is actually-progressing from year to year In mathematics.
Then provide these tests and see that the results are made
available and used. Recognize that ho }: to take a test is
a skill that must be taught, especially to some culturally
deprived students.

23. Attempt to bring computers into the mathematics curriculina,
instead of having them remain a frill.

24. It is almost too late to begin preparing teachers of grades 1-8
for the new texts, but much should be done before the texts
are actually char en, so that.they can be used more successfully
than the present ones. Recognize that it is quite likely that
the actual state texts chosen milli not be the ones that would
have been selected by Fresno teachers.

25. Experiment to see if reading can be taught partly in mathematics
classes in connection with reading the text and attempting to
understand word problems. Experiment to see if mathematics
can be taught partly in reading classes in the same ways.
I can see no excuse for having children in the eighth grade
who cannot read. If they cannot read, then they should never
be in the eighth grade, because both they and society are
being deceived.

26. Give teachers live examples in various forms of pupils actually
taking an active Dart in mathematics, rather than just sitting.
Investigate possibilities for using a laboratory approach part
of the time, but remember that firm control is essential.

27. Collect good applied problems from various teachers and make
them available to all teachers at that level.

28. Assume that much of the responsibility for guidance in mathematics
must rest with the mathematics teacher, because of the shortage
of other staff.

29. Attempt to stimulate the use of audio visual materials for some
of the purposes suggested in this report. Study' carefully the
frequency of Use of various mathematics materials in the central
Office, such as filmstrips and transparencies.

30. Keep informed on future requirements in state testing, because
great changes are being made in the tests required.

_) Attempt to distribute news about some of the good ideas that
individual teachers in the district are using. Encourage the
teachers to share this information, and think of means for
them to do it.
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